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Abstract
There are many cognitive architectures available nowadays, and each architecture has its own
diﬀerent mechanisms. Therefore, we need to identify the advantages and disadvantages of
these architectures in order to improve upon them. In this paper, we propose new metrics for
comparing cognitive architectures based on the Cattell-Horn-Carroll (CHC) model, which is
used in psychology to explain factors of intelligence. Here, we analyze factors of intelligence
in the CHC model and interpret them as elements of a new cognitive architecture. Then, the
CHC model is investigated with respect to “data” and “processing” to obtain a metric for
each component. We present examples using Soar and LIDA to illustrate comparing diﬀerent
cognitive architectures and demonstrate the eﬀectiveness of our approach.
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1 Introduction
There are many cognitive architectures available and each has its own mechanisms. For example,
ICARS [6] has a mechanism for ﬁnding the relationship between conditions and actions by using
objective, requirements, and means in a hierarchical structure. CogPrime [3] divides a cognitive
process into several components and recombines them for making decisions. Because of these
diﬀerences in mechanisms between cognitive architectures, we need to compare the architectures
to know their advantages and disadvantages.
There are several approaches for evaluating cognitive architectures. One such approach
is evaluation based on human behaviors. If the cognitive architecture performs similarly to
human behavior, we can conclude that the cognitive architecture is similar to a human cognitive
mechanism. ACT-R [1] was evaluated in this manner and shown to have an error rate and
response time equivalent to a human during tasks of memorizing and problem solving. Another
evaluation approach is to apply the same cognitive architecture to several domains. For example,
if a cognitive architecture can be applied to many domains such as learning systems and robot
control, then we can conclude that this cognitive architecture is general. If we adopt those
approach for evaluating cognitive architectures, then the evaluation is not valid in the ﬁeld
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of Artiﬁcial General Intelligence (AGI) research. For the approach of checking equivalence to
human behavior, it is not useful, because AGI is not intended to use the same mechanisms
as humans but only realize the same intelligence functions. For the second approach, even if
we check several tasks, we cannot distinguish between a good cognitive architecture and a big
switch approach, which has a switch mechanism that depends on the task which the cognitive
architecture has to solve. Therefore, neither of these approaches is suitable for comparing
cognitive architectures.
Hernandez-Orallo proposed using functions to evaluate artiﬁcial intelligence [4] rather than
using tasks. This idea can be applied to cognitive architectures as well. A comparison trial using
functions was performed for 26 cognitive architectures [8], as well as other studies comparing
several cognitive architectures with respect to several functions [10, 7]. However, although these
studies used functions of intelligence, not all categories of human intelligence are covered. In this
paper, we will show a comparison method for cognitive architectures based on the CHC model,
which is a psychology model of human intelligence and therefore can be expected to include
all the functions of intelligence. In order to compare cognitive architectures, we propose to
interpret the CHC model as a cognitive architecture and categorize the factors of the CHC
model into four categories to create metrics.
This paper is organized as follows. We will brieﬂy describe the CHC model in Section 2.
Next, we will analyze the CHC model in order to obtain comparison metrics in Section 3.
Then, we will discuss our approach using some examples in Section 4. Finally, we will give our
conclusions in Section 5.
2 CHC Model
In this section, we will describe the CHC model [9]. There is a long history to the investigation
of human intelligence in the ﬁeld of psychology. Spearman proposed that intelligence can be
decomposed into two parts: a general factor g and a speciﬁc factor. As the names indicate, the
general factor is used in a general environment and the speciﬁc factor is used for particular cases.
Subsequently, Cattell investigated general intelligence and divided it into two factors, ﬂuid and
crystallized intelligence. Then Horn identiﬁed more detailed factors, such as visual intelligence,
and Carroll proposed a three-layer model of intelligence. Then the models by Cattell, Horn,
and Carroll are merged into a model called the CHC model, which can represent intelligence as
having three layers.
The CHC model decompose human intelligence into three layers. At the top layer, there is
only one factor of intelligence, called general intelligence g. At the second layer, there are the
sixteen factors of intelligence shown in Table 1. At the third layer, the factors in the second
layer are further divided into more detailed factors. From this model, we can understand the
structure and functions of human intelligence.
3 Comparison Metrics from Analysis of CHC Model
3.1 CHC Model as a Cognitive Architecture
In this section, we will discuss the CHC model as a cognitive architecture. The CHC model
describes the factors of intelligence, and therefore we can think of the factors in the CHC model
as elements in a cognitive architecture. We created an interpretation of the CHC model as a
new cognitive architecture as shown in Figure 1.
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Table 1: Factors of human intelligence on the second layer of the CHC model.
Short Description Detailed Description
Gf Fluid reasoning Ability for induction and reasoning
Gsm Short-term memory Capacity of working memory
Glr Long-term storage and Ability for association, retrieval, and conversion
retrieval of memory
Gs Processing speed Processing speed for perception, reading, and writing
Gt Reaction and decision speed Processing speed for simple reactions
Gps Psychomotor speed Speed of movement
Gc Comprehension knowledge Culture-speciﬁc knowledge, such as communication
knowledge and language development
Gkn Domain-speciﬁc knowledge Knowledge in speciﬁc domains
Grw Reading and writing Knowledge about reading and writing
Gq Quantitative knowledge Knowledge about mathematics
Gv Visual processing Ability for visual processing and memory
Ga Auditory processing Ability for auditory processing and memory
Go Olfactory abilities Ability for olfactory processing and memory
Gh Tactile abilities Ability for tactile processing and memory
Gk Kinesthetic abilities Ability to recognize body condition
Gp Psychomotor abilities Ability to move body
Figure 1: Interpretation of the CHC model as a cognitive architecture
The factors Gv, Ga, Go, and Gh in the CHC model are related to an ability to convert
information in the environment into an internal knowledge representation. For example, Gv is
an intelligence factor regarding retrieving knowledge from visual information. Given an image,
if the Gv is good, then this factor operates to recognize what is in the image, retrieves the
knowledge that the image illustrates, and stores the knowledge in the agent. Therefore, we can
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consider Gv, Ga, Go, and Gh as a recognition system for the environment. The factor Gk is
similar to Gv, Ga, Go, and Gh, but instead of obtaining the information from the environment,
it is obtained from the agent itself. For example, the motor condition of an arm can be obtained
as kinesthetic information and Gk operates to retrieve some knowledge from the information.
The ability for knowledge is categorized into the factors Gc, Gkn, Grw, and Gq in the
CHC model. These factors can be evaluated in terms of the quantity and quality of the ac-
quired knowledge. Usually in cognitive architecture research, knowledge is divided into semantic
knowledge, episodic knowledge, and procedural knowledge, but in the CHC model, knowledge
is divided according to diﬀerent aspects. We will discuss in more detail the analysis for these
factors in the next section.
The factor Gf is related to the ability for induction, reasoning, and learning. These tasks
can be considered to belong to the process of converting some knowledge, such as concepts and
skills, into other knowledge. Therefore, we can think of Gf as relating to a conversion method
for knowledge. This factor can be evaluated in terms of the accuracy of the process.
The factors Gsm and Glr are related to the capacity of memory and accuracy of retrieval from
memory. In the context of a cognitive architecture, the capacity of memory can be increased
easily. Therefore, the factor Gsm is not a critical element in our cognitive architecture. On
the other hand, the factor Glr is used for retrieving related knowledge. Therefore, Glr could
be an important element in a cognitive architecture for retrieving related knowledge when Gf
operates.
The factors of Gs, Gt, and Gps are related to processing speed. In the context of a cognitive
architecture, the processing speed is heavily dependent on the performance of the computer in
which the cognitive architecture operates. Therefore, we do not need to discuss these factors
as elements of a cognitive architecture.
3.2 Evaluation Metrics of Intelligence
Although the CHC model provides metrics of intelligence, these are not directly applicable
to the evaluation of cognitive architectures. Since cognitive architectures are usually designed
within computer, intelligence can be described using “data” and “processing”. Therefore, we
further analyzed factors in the CHC model in terms of data and processing. As a result, we
identiﬁed four categories for evaluating human intelligence, as follows:
1. Amount of data
2. Data processing speed
3. Capacity for data
4. Accuracy of data processing
The ﬁrst category, “Amount of data”, indicates that if a person has more data (knowledge),
then he/she is more intelligent. In the other words, we can evaluate intelligence by using the
amount of data held. The second category, “Data processing speed”, indicates that if a person
can process data quickly, then he/she is more intelligent. For example, when an image is
provided, if a person can understand the situation quickly, then he/she would be considered
intelligent. In the other words, we can evaluate intelligence by using processing speed. The third
category, “Capacity for data”, indicates that if a person can memorize more data, then he/she is
more intelligent. In the other words, we can evaluate intelligence by using the capacity for data.
The fourth category, “Accuracy of data processing”, indicates that if a person can process given
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Table 2: Four categories of factors of intelligence. The left column denotes a factor in the
second layer of the CHC model, the middle column denotes a factor in the third layer, and
the right column gives a short description of the factor. When third layer factor is empty, the
factor does not need to be divided at the third layer.
Amount of data
Gc K0 General social knowledge
Gc VL Lexical knowledge
Gc MY Grammatical knowledge
Grw EU Knowledge of language usage
Gq KM Mathematical knowledge
Data processing speed
Gs Processing speed of cognition
Gt Processing speed of reaction
Gps Processing speed of movement
Grw RS Processing speed of reading
Grw WS Processing speed of writing
Capacity of data
Gsm Capacity of short-term memory
Accuracy of data processing
Gf Induction and reasoning
Glr Retrieve and convert fact
in memory
Gc LD Understand words
in conversation
Gc LS Understand conversation
Gc CM Communicate own ideas
through conversation
Grw RD Understand words in reading
Grw RC Understand texts in reading
Grw WA Communicate own ideas
through texts
Gq A3 Mathematics
data accurately, then he/she is more intelligent. For example, when a person memorizes some
situation, if he/she can remember the situation accurately, then he/she would be intelligent. In
the other words, we can evaluate intelligence by using accuracy of data processing.
The factors in the CHC model for each category are shown in Table 2. Although the factor
Gkn needs to be divided into more detailed factors, this is not yet done in the CHC model.
Therefore, we omit Gkn from the present analysis. In addition, Grw/SG (spelling ability) is
also excluded because Carroll insists that this factor is weak factor.
4 Discussion
Using the cognitive architecture shown in Figure 1, we can compare existing cognitive archi-
tectures by mapping them to the proposed architecture and evaluating them according to the
analysis method described in the previous section. For example, in the context of conversation,
the factor Gc is relevant type of intelligence. There are two categories of evaluation criteria for
Gc, “Amount of data” and “Accuracy of data processing”, as shown in Table 2. The factors
K0, VL, and MY in the third layer correspond to the former category, and the factors LD, LS,
and CS in the third layer correspond to the latter one. Therefore, we can compare these factors
by the cognitive architecture implemented.
As another illustrative example, when an element of visual information is provided, the
proposed architecture shown in Figure 1 handles the information via Gv and stores the knowl-
edge in Gkn, Gc, Grw, and Gq. For example, if the visual information evokes the concept of
“cat”, then it will be stored in Gc/VL. The Soar [5] architecture uses working memory elements
(WME) for storing knowledge about perception. However, Soar does not have a component for
directly processing visual information. Therefore, we can identify that Soar does not have a
component corresponding to Gv and Soar’s WME for the concept of “cat” can be mapped to
Gc/VL. In the same manner, LIDA [2] uses nodes in perceptual associative memory (PAM) for
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storing knowledge about perception. The nodes can be mapped to Gc/VL as well. However,
LIDA does have a component corresponding to Gv in its architecture.
As we discussed above, we can compare the function of diﬀerent architectures using the
proposed cognitive architecture shown in Figure 1. In addition to this, we can also compare
diﬀerent knowledge in diﬀerent cognitive architectures by using the simple metrics “Amount of
data”, “Data processing speed”, “Capacity of data”, and “Accuracy of data processing” in our
proposal.
5 Conclusion
In this paper, we show new metrics for comparing cognitive architectures based on the CHC
model. In order to create the metrics, we analyzed factors of intelligence in the CHC model and
interpreted this model as a new cognitive architecture. Then the model was investigated with
respect to “data” and “processing” in order to obtain metrics for each component. In order
to demonstrate the eﬀectiveness of our approach, we explained comparing diﬀerent cognitive
architectures using Soar and LIDA as examples.
Many components and cognitive architectures besides the examples shown still remain for
comparison. We need to check such components and architectures and create a complete table
to map cognitive architectures into our framework and thereby provide a broad comparison.
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